EYE SAFETY

I. Eye hazards and good vision requirements
   A. General hazards
      1. Dust and powders in the eye cause irritation and corneal scratches
      2. Frit and glass flakes also cause scratches and cuts to the cornea
      3. High air flow leads to eyes drying out
   B. Work Specific Hazards and requirements
      1. Warm/Hot Glass
         a. IR radiation hazard from kiln/furnace/glory hole
      2. Lampworking Soft Glass
         a. Sodium Flare Filtration
            • Sodium Flare is a bright yellow ball of light that appears when glass is placed into the flame. It is not hazardous to the eye structures, but it does need to be filtered for clarity of vision of the working area on the glass piece.
         b. Contrast Enhancement Filters
            • Contrast enhancement filters should be worn when working outside or in a brightly lit area. Because of the sun or bright work lights, the flame oftentimes becomes invisible and a good contrast enhancement filter (like the ACE glass) will allow the at least the outline of the flame to be seen. Changing backgrounds to a dark color also helps.
      3. Lampworking Borosilicate Glass
         a. Sodium Flare Filtration
            • Sodium Flare is a bright yellow ball of light that appears when glass is placed into the flame. It is not hazardous to the eye structures, but it does need to be filtered for clarity of vision of the working area on the glass piece.
         b. Intense bright light flares (from silver, gold, other metals in glass)
         c. IR radiation hazard from working with larger torches, larger pieces
      4. Other jewelry work
         a. Metalworking/brazing/enameling by torch/kiln has similar hazards to above

II. Requirements for eyewear
   A. Eyewear needs to be in good condition
      1. Lenses not scratched (breakage hazard)
      2. Frame/temples/hinges functional
      3. Nose pads clean (keeps frames from slipping down nose)
   B. Eyewear needs to be properly adjusted to fit your face
      1. Good fit ensures long wearing times
      2. Proper adjustment of nose pads and temples helps to keep frame from slipping down nose
   C. Eyewear needs to have good coverage of the eye socket
      1. Lens opening should cover the entire orbit/socket of your eye
2. Narrow vertical measurements of the lens openings allow light to pass under the frame or allow peeking over the top of the frame.
3. Lens openings too wide increase the weight of the spectacles

D. Safety frames/side shields
1. Optional in most cases – check with your studio owner if you rent/use space there
2. Safety frames are tougher and withstand more abuse than “street” frames
3. Safety frames are the only frames available with side shields to prevent debris from entering the eye from the side, very useful in teaching sessions where students are on either side of you
4. Clip on frames help eliminate having to purchase multiple pairs of spectacles, useful if you wear prescription lenses and your prescription changes

E. Proper lens selection
1. Each type of work (listed in section IB) requires specific filters; there is not much cross-over where one filter will work well with different types of work.
2. Didymium was discontinued by the manufacturer about 10 years ago; it is still available from some suppliers. Its replacement is ACE (Amethyst Color Enhancement), sold under a variety of brand names. This filter is the basis for both soft glass and borosilicate glass working. It should not be used for kiln work unless additional IR filters are used in conjunction with the lenses.
3. Prescription lenses are always better than wearing multiple pairs or clip on’s, but your budget should come first!
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Aura Visual Concepts, blog articles:
- Glassworker Filter Recommendations- Monday, April 09, 2012: http://www.auralens.net/blog/tag/glassworkers
- Laser Information Sheet- Monday, April 09, 2012: http://www.auralens.net/blog/tag/laser


Firth, Mike, “Letter to the Editor,” Glass Artist, no. 3, April/May 1995, p 3.


Malchow, Lisa M. “F.Y.Eyes,” Fusion, May 1993, pp. 72, 74, 76-78. [American Scientific Glassblowers Society]


**Information about the optical glass:**

Bach, Hans and Neuroth, Norbert, ed. The Properties of Optical Glass. Berlin ; New York : Springer-Verlag, 1995. (Schott Series on Glass and Glass Ceramics). Compiled "to describe the properties of the optical glass developed by Schott." Also includes grinding and polishing, ophthalmic glasses, photochromic, ultraviolet-transmitting, infrared transmitting, laser glasses, special glasses for nuclear technology, colored glass and glasses for eye protection.

**Technical studies**


**Websites**

*(with thanks to Jesse Kohl):*